Comparisons are presented between a hybrid Vlasov-Maxwell (HVM) simulation of turbulence in a collisionless plasma and fluid reductions. These include Hall-magnetohydrodynamics (HMHD) and Landau fluid (LF) or FLR-Landau fluid (FLR-LF) models that retain pressure anisotropy and low-frequency kinetic effects such as Landau damping and, for the last model, finite Larmor radius (FLR) corrections. The problem is considered in two space dimensions, when initial conditions involve moderate-amplitude perturbations of a homogeneous equilibrium plasma subject to an outof-plane magnetic field. LF turns out to provide an accurate description of the velocity field up to the ion Larmor radius scale, and even to smaller scales for the magnetic field. Compressibility nevertheless appears significantly larger at the sub-ion scales in the fluid models than in the HVM simulation. High frequency kinetic effects, such as cyclotron resonances, not retained by fluid descriptions, could be at the origin of this discrepancy. A significant temperature anisotropy is generated, with a bias towards the perpendicular component, the more intense fluctuations being rather spread out and located in a broad vicinity of current sheets. Non-gyrotropic pressure tensor components are measured and their fluctuations are shown to reach a significant fraction of the total pressure fluctuation, with intense regions closely correlated with current sheets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Turbulence represents a complex and fascinating phenomenon ubiquitous in nature. It can be observed from simple fluids to plasmas, with compelling evidence in space plasmas observations, as well as in laboratory devices. The dynamics can be envisioned as a cascade of energy through different scales: energy is injected at large scales through inhomogeneities, and is then transferred self-consistently towards smaller scales, until dissipation processes become relevant. Although in classical fluids this behavior is relatively well understood, in more exotic systems like plasmas, the cascade process is more 'controversial' and, even though it has been matter of study for many decades, it is far from being completely understood.
In fluid systems, as described by Kolmogorov, under the assumption of isotropy and time stationarity, turbulence exhibits an universal behavior [1] . Plasmas, that can be described as a fluid of particles, obey to a similar Kolmogorov description of the dynamics, at least at scales large compared to the ion gyroradius. However, while energy is transferred to small scales, plasmas manifest their kinetic nature. With kinetic we mean here all the processes that cannot be described by usual collisional fluids. Characterizing the limitations of the fluid description of turbulence is of crucial relevance for understanding and modeling plasma dynamics.
Thanks to the contributions from space missions it is possible to benefit from a large amount of data to investigate the dynamics of a natural plasma, the solar wind, which can be used as a real plasma laboratory. In situ observations show that the interplanetary medium is in a state of fully developed turbulence [2] . The energy is injected at large scales, where the turbulent spectrum is dominated by Alfvénic fluctuations, characterized by a high correlation between magnetic and velocity fields and by incompressibility [3] . In the inertial range, the turbulence spectra display power laws, reminiscent of the typical behavior of fluids [4, 5] . However, around ion characteristic scales, a break in the spectral slope is observed, with the appearance (beyond a possible narrow transition range [6] ) of steeper spectra extending down to the electron scales [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and an enhancement of magnetic compressive fluctuations [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In this shortwavelength range, often named dissipation range, plasma dynamics is sensitive to Hall dispersion and ion finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects, together with Landau damping and cyclotron resonances. Moreover, spacecraft measurements reveal that the solar wind is far from the classical thermodynamical equilibrium, the particle distribution functions being characterized by non-Maxwellian effects. In particular, ion velocity distributions show strong temperature anisotropies, with a preferential perpendicular heating and accelerated particles in the direction parallel to the ambient magnetic field [22] .
Plasma turbulence appears as a very complex interaction between turbulent electromagnetic fields, macroscopic flows, pressure anisotropy and other non-thermal effects. Although different physical mechanisms, such as ion-cyclotron resonance (e.g., [23] ), Landau damping (e.g., [24, 25] ), particle energization close to current sheets and reconnection sites [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , enhancement of collisions [31, 32] or stochastic heating (e.g., [33] ), have been proposed to explain in situ observations, the role of dissipation in collisionless plasmas is still not well understood.
Nowadays numerical simulations represent an indispensable tool to understand the nonlinear dynamics of plasma behavior in different environments. Due to the large time scale separation between ion and electron dynamics, simulations that can cover the whole range of scales of a plasma system are very challenging. Such fully kinetic simulations are not really feasible with the available computational resources, and certain sets of approximations are needed.
In the study of solar wind turbulence, different numerical models have been used, with vastly different assumptions and numerical schemes. The simplest fluidlike approach is given by magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) (e.g., [34] ) and all the related models that include different corrections and/or asymptotics, such as reduced MHD (e.g., [35] ), Hall MHD (e.g., [36] ), electron MHD (e.g., [37] [38] [39] ), electron reduced MHD (e.g., [25] ). Other fluid-like approaches include Landau fluid (e.g., [40] ) and FLR-Landau fluids ( [41] and references therein). A simplified Vlasov-Maxwell approach, where the gyro-motion of the particles is averaged out from the system, thus restricting the dynamics to low-frequency phenomena, is given by gyrokinetic codes (e.g., [42] [43] [44] ). For a more complete kinetic description of the plasma, the most adopted numerical approach is represented by the Particle In Cell (PIC) methods [45] . Hybrid PIC simulations (e.g., [46] ) treat ions as particles and electrons as a neutralizing fluid, while full PIC codes (e.g., [47] ) describe both ions and electrons as kinetic particles. An alternative method to the PIC approach is provided by the Eulerian Vlasov model [48] [49] [50] . Recently, an hybrid Vlasov-Maxwell (HVM) code has been extensively used for the analysis of the kinetic effects in the solar wind turbulent plasma [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . The main advantage of HVM simulations is that the level of noise is negligible and the small-scale effects can be described with reasonable accuracy.
Even though several studies have been done using various approaches, most of the results are obtained starting with different initial conditions or plasma parameters, thus making the comparison difficult. A comparative analysis of different plasma models and codes, simulating the same initial conditions for turbulence, and under the same plasma parameters, is required to understand the nature of different features recovered in turbulent systems [67, 68] . In the present paper we focus on the properties of collisionless plasma turbulence, by a comparative study of three different plasma models, from fluid-like approximations to a self-consistent kinetic treatment of collisionless plasmas. In particular, we use (i) compressible Hall MHD (HMHD), (ii) FLR-Landau fluid (FLR-LF), and (iii) hybrid Vlasov-Maxwell (HVM) simulations, with the same geometry and initial conditions. The conditions of the simulations are constrained by the difficulty of performing kinetic simulations of de- veloped turbulence on the present-day computers. We thus resorted to consider a periodic two-dimensional spatial domain and to assume relatively strong perturbations of a homogeneous equilibrium state in order to limit the size and duration of the simulations, although the considered fluid modeling of kinetic effects assumes weak perturbations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly describe the three models we have considered, namely HMHD, LF or FLR-LF and HVM. In Section III, comparisons between the predictions of HVM with HMHD and LF are presented for a simulation with cold electrons, focusing on the electromagnetic field, the ion velocity (discriminating in particular between the solenoidal and compressible contribution to the in-plane component) and, beyond the HMHD description, temperature anisotropy, and heat fluxes. Section IV discusses properties of nongyrotropic pressures within HVM and also within a FLR-LF simulation with warm electrons (β e = 1). A few concluding remarks are made in Section V.
II. THE MODELS
The dynamical behavior of plasma fluctuations depends markedly on their frequencies. At the lowest frequencies, ions and electrons are locked together by electrostatic forces and the plasma behaves like an electrically conducting fluid; this is the MHD. Note that, when collisions are sufficiently weak, pressure anisotropy can also develop. At somewhat higher frequencies, electrons and ions can move relatively to each other, behaving like two separate and interpenetrating fluids; this is the twofluid regime. At still higher frequencies, a kinetic theory, where the statistical description of the plasma state is provided by the particle distribution functions in phase space, is required.
In this section, we provide a description of the mod- In both fluid and kinetic simulations, at t=0, the equilibrium consists of a homogeneous plasma embedded in a uniform background magnetic field, B 0 , along the zdirection. In the HVM run, ion distribution function is initialized with a Maxwellian with homogeneous density. The system evolution is investigated in a double periodic domain (x, y) perpendicular to B 0 . The equilibrium configuration is initially perturbed by velocity and magnetic field fluctuations with wavenumbers in the range 0.08 < k < 0.24 in units of d 2 gridpoints in the 2D spatial domain. For the HVM run, the 3D velocity domain, limited by ±5v th,i in each directions, is discretized with an uniform grid of 51 3 points.
A. Hall-MHD
The compressible HMHD equations including a modeling of electron inertia [50] read
where ρ is the plasma density (only due to ions), u the hydrodynamic velocity of the plasma, B the magnetic field, p the total pressure (taken isotropic), γ = 5/3 the adiabatic index, η = 0.02 the magnetic diffusivity and α = 1/100 an artificial electron to ion mass ratio. Equations (1)- (5) are written in a dimensionless form. In particular, ρ is normalized to n 0 m i ; u, to the Alfvén speed; t, to the inverse ion-cyclotron frequency Ω −1
ci and the unit length to the ion skin depth d i .
All the fluid numerical codes employ a 2D Fourier pseudo-spectral method to calculate spatial derivatives, and time integration is performed via a third-order Runge-Kutta scheme. Aliasing errors in the evaluation of nonlinear terms are partially removed by a 2/3 truncation in the spectral space.
B. Landau fluid and FLR-Landau fluid
The FLR-Landau fluid model appears as a system of dynamical equations for the magnetic field and for the density, velocity, parallel and perpendicular pressures and heat fluxes of the ions. The electric field is given by a generalized Ohm's law which includes the Hall term, the electron pressure gradient (when present), together with electron inertia with the same simplified form as in the HMHD case. The fluid hierarchy is closed by expressing the gyrotropic fourth-rank moments in terms of the above quantities, in a way consistent with the low-frequency linear kinetic theory. Two cases will be considered. In the simple LF case, ion linear Landau damping only is retained while the FLR-LF case also takes into account FLR corrections. These corrections are evaluated algebraically in terms of the retained quantities. The equations are too complicated to be explicitly written here, but can be found in [41] , namely in Section 2 (where the terms corresponding to the work of the nongyrotropic pressure force are neglected), in Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) and in Subsections 5.1.1-5.1.4. A main assumption for modeling Landau damping (and thus closing the fluid hierarchy) is that, up to the distortion of the magnetic field lines, Landau damping keeps the same form as in the linear regime, an hypothesis which requires that the turbulence fluctuations are not too strong (a condition which is unfortunately not met in the simulations presented in this paper). This modeling involves a Hilbert transform along the distorted magnetic field lines which leads to Landau dissipation. Its approximation in the numerical code is discussed in [69] . FLR-LF accuracy was successfully tested in the linear regime in three space dimensions, in particular at the level of the dispersion relation, the damping and the polarization of kinetic Alfvén waves (e.g., [70] ). Three-dimensional simulations of kinetic Alfvén wave turbulence using this model are presented in [71] . In the present two-dimensional regime, the situation is more delicate, as the ambient field does not affect the transverse dynamics, making Landau damping only due to the transverse distortion of the magnetic field lines.
C. Hybrid Vlasov-Maxwell
We solve the Vlasov-Maxwell equations in the hybrid approximation (kinetic ions and fluid electrons) by using the HVM code [50] , in a 2D3V phase space domain (two dimensions in physical space and three dimensions in velocity space). The Vlasov equation is integrated for the ion distribution function, while the electron response is taken into account through a generalized Ohm's law for the electric field. The dimensionless HVM equations are given by
supplemented by Eqs. (3)- (4), where f (r, v, t) is the ion distribution function. The ion density, n, and the bulk velocity, u, are evaluated as velocity moments of the ion velocity distribution. The quasi-neutrality approximation, n = n i = n e , is used and cold electrons are considered. As in the previous models, time is scaled by the inverse ion-cyclotron frequency, Ω −1 ci ; velocity by v A ; lengths by the ion skin depth, d i = v A /Ω ci ; and masses by the ion mass, m i . From now on, all physical quantities will be expressed in units of the characteristic parameters listed above.
The numerical solution of the Vlasov equation is based on the well-known time splitting method, first proposed in [72] . The time splitting consists in separating the evolution of the particle distribution function in phase space into subsequent translations, first in physical space and then in velocity space [48] . Finally, the Current Advance Method (CAM) [50, 73] provides numerical solu- tions for the time advancement of electric and magnetic fields. The time step, ∆t, has been chosen in such a way that the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition for the numerical stability of the Vlasov algorithm is satisfied [74] . It is to be noted that the monocore computer time per time step on machines of comparable speed is roughly 450 time larger for the Vlasov simulation than for the FLR-LF run.
III. COMPARISONS OF HMHD, LF AND HVM SIMULATIONS
Large-scale fluctuations produce a turbulent cascade toward kinetic scales, as in the fluid counterpart. In analogy with fluid models for plasma in decaying turbulence [75] , it exists an instant of time, t * , at which the turbulence reaches its maximum activity. Near this particular time, decaying turbulence shares many statistical similarities with steady state (driven) turbulence. It is possible to identify t * by following the temporal evolution of the averaged out-of-plane squared current density j 2 z , which is a good indicator of the level of the turbulent activity. It is important to note that the maximum value of j 2 z is prescribed by the strength of the dissipation processes. All simulations include a magnetic diffusivity term with a coefficient η = 2 × ·10 −2 . In the fluid runs, additional regularizing terms are to be supplemented to smooth the equations and produce a similar behavior of j in the case of HMHD and ν 4 = η 4 = 10 −4 for LF In the latter model, bi-Laplacian dissipative terms are also added, with a coefficient equal to 2.5 × 10 −3 in the equations for the density and the pressures, and 10 −4 in the equations for the heat fluxes in order to deal with the high level of compressibility in the simulation (the Mach number reaching values up to 0.4). Note that all the above dissipative terms have been added only for numerical reasons, in order to prevent spurious effects such as artificial filamentation of current sheets and shocklike structures. However, we verified that these non-ideal contributions are only important at wavenumbers k such that at kd i > 3, thus at scales significant smaller than the turbulent inertial range. This high-precision tuning of the artificial dissipation terms, achieved through several convergence tests, is particularly important for fluid models that, even in their extensions retaining Landau damping, do not capture all the dissipative processes acting at the kinetic scales. Figure 1 shows the behavior of j 2 z as a function of time for the corresponding HMHD (green line), LF (blue line) and HVM (red line) simulations. This color code will be used in all the other graphs presented in this paper. The similarity between the turbulence activity in the different models permits comparisons between these descriptions. Note also that the same β parameter was used for the three simulations, thus ensuring a similar level of density fluctuations (as can be checked below by inspection of the density spectrum). Whereas there is no ambiguity in the choice of β for the LF and HVM runs, since they both share the same linear theory, for HMHD no proper choice of β would however permit to recover the same linear theory. Consequences will be discussed below at the level of the velocity field divergence.
A. Turbulence and coherent structures
Turbulence leads to the generation of coherent structures, such as current and vorticity sheets. Figure 2 displays, for the three models, a color plot of the out-ofplane current density, j z = (∇ × B) z at time t = 60, during the period of maximal turbulence activity. Note that in this figure and in all the other color scale plots presented in this paper, the extremal values of the fields In order to get a more quantitative assessment of the similarity between the three runs in physical space, we evaluate at t = 60 the Spearman correlation coefficients, defined as
where f i and g i are the values at the grid points of the same scalar field provided by different models at a given time, R is an operator ranking these values in a decreasing order, andf andḡ denote the mean values of the corresponding fields at the considered time. An overview of the values of correlation C s for various fields between the three runs, i.e. HMHD/LF, HMHD/HVM and LF/HVM, at t = 60, is reported in Table I . More specifically, we obtained for the out-of-plane current a correlation coefficient of 85% for HMHD/HVM and 91% for LF/HVM. This result indicates a high correlation at the level of the in-plane magnetic field. For B x and B y , the correlation is indeed of 99% both HMHD/HVM and LF/HVM. For a Fourier space characterization of the in-plane magnetic field in the three models, we plot in Fig. 3 (top panel) the energy spectra of the in-plane components B ⊥ of the magnetic field fluctuations. We observe that these spectra are very close for the three models up to kd i = 5.
In order to analyze the out-of-plane magnetic fluctuations B z , we display in Fig. 4 the color plot of this field in the three models. In spite of a global similarity, discrepancies are visible at small scales. A conspicuous difference concerns the presence of steepened waves-like features (probably associated with fast waves) in the fluid runs, which are absent (or at least heavily damped) in the Vlasov case. The coefficient C s is indeed 80% for HMHD/HVM and 93% for LF/HVM. The difference be- tween the three runs are also visible on the energy spectrum shown in Fig. 3 (bottom panel), for wavenumber close to kd i = 1, LF being slightly closer to HVM than HMHD is.
It is also of interest to compare the electric field given by the various descriptions, as it is commonly measured by satellite missions and is at the origin of particle acceleration, although in the numerical simulations it is constructed from various other fields by means of the generalized Ohm's law. Analysis in physical space shows that all three components display correlation coefficients larger than 90% and 96% for HMHD/HVM and LF/HVM respectively. The spectrum of the in-plane electric field displayed in Fig. 5 are similar throughout the whole spectrum for the three descriptions, the agreement LF/HVM being slightly better than HMHD/HVM. For the out of plane component, both fluid descriptions disagree with HVM result for kd i > 1.
Turning to the velocity field, we first plot in Fig. 6 the out-of-plane vorticity ω z at t = 60 obtained with the three models. A good similarity is observed, supported by the results of correlation measurements (see Table I ), implying a good agreement at the level of the (dominant) solenoidal part of the in-plane velocity. In Fourier space, the energy spectrum of this field, displayed in Fig 7 (top  panel) , reveals a satisfactory match between both fluid models and HVM up to kd i = 1.
Although significantly smaller than the solenoidal part (a factor 4 in the rms values), the compressible component of the in-plane velocity is very different in the three simulations, as visible on the corresponding color plots of ξ = ∇ · u in Fig. 8 . Both for HMHD/HVM and LF/HVM, the correlation coefficient of ξ is of order 30%. The HVM large-scale behavior of ξ is relatively well reproduced with the fluid simulations. On the other hand, the small-scales in HVM are smoothed out, thus explaining this intermediate value of the correlation. The poor agreement between HMHD and LF is rather due to the fact that the small-scale features of the fluid simulations are completely out of phase due to a difference in the description of the fast waves linear behavior, as mentioned in Sec. II. Shock-like cellularization, typical of compressible turbulence and evidently due to an higher in-plane magnetosonic activity, is quite clear in HMHD and LF models. The fronts are significantly mollified in HVM. This difference suggests that most likely, in a fully kinetic treatment, compressible activity is balanced by Landau damping (approximately modeled in LF) and ion cyclotron absorption (beyond the fluid description), which evidently will induce other effects such as temperature anisotropy, heat flux, and beams formations in the velocity distribution function. Indeed, the spectrum of the compressible part of the velocity displayed in Fig. 7 (middle panel) for each of the simulations shows a rapid decay at kd i > 1 in the case of HVM, while HMHD and LF spectra are very similar and decay more slowly.
The different behavior between the compressible and solenoidal parts of the velocity is also conspicuous on the correlation of the out-of plane velocity u z , which is 49% only between HMHD and HVM, while it reaches 83% between LF and HVM. This is confirmed by inspection of the corresponding spectra displayed in Fig. 7 (bottom panel). LF and HVM are rather close up to kd i ∼ 1, while the HMHD spectrum is quite different, even at kd i < 1. In order to understand this behavior, we performed an extra simulation within the bi-adiabatic approximation (i.e. with zero heat fluxes). It is interesting to note that the corresponding u z spectrum agrees with HVM up to roughly kd i = 0.7 (not shown) and then deviates significantly to catch up the HMHD spectrum. This indicates that at large scales, pressure anisotropy is a dominant correction, while at smaller scales, Landau damping plays a dominant role and contributes to reduce compressiblity [76] .
At the level of the plasma density, correlations of 80% and 92% are respectively obtained in the cases HMHD/HVM and LF/HVM. The corresponding spectra, displayed in Fig. 9 , show a larger amplitude of the fluctuations for HVM at scales immediately smaller than d i , a feature possibly related to the flattening of the density spectrum found in space plasma observations [77] but not reproduced with fluid models.
It is interesting at this stage to consider the ion distribution function. Figure 10 shows that it is significantly distorted in the (v x , v z ) -plane, with the presence of rings probably associated with ion-cyclotron absorption. This could be an explanation for the sharp decay of the compressible velocity spectrum that fluid models are unable to capture.
B. Kinetic effects
In the last decades, several studies of turbulent collisionless plasmas, through in situ observations and numerical simulations, have shown that particle distribution functions are far from the typical configuration of thermodynamical equilibrium [22, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . Temperature anisotropy, particle heating and acceleration are observed in turbulence, localized in and near coherent structures. Thanks to kinetic approaches, and in particular to HVM simulations, we have the possibility to study in detail the non-Maxwellian effects on the ion velocity distribution. On the other hand, the LF and FLR-LF models provide information on the low-frequency kinetic response of the plasma in a turbulent context, missing nevertheless other kinetic effects such as the ion-cyclotron resonance. In this part, we shall focus on temperature anisotropy and ion gyrotropic heat fluxes where a precise comparison can be performed between the LF and HVM simulations at β e = 0. An investigation of non-gyrotropic pressure tensor components will be performed in Section IV where a FLR-LF run at β e = 1 will also be considered.
We start quantifying the non-Maxwellian features through the statistical analysis of the ion temperature anisotropy, T ⊥ /T , defined as the ratio between the ion perpendicular and parallel temperatures. The initial condition has been set up to have spatially isotropic ion temperature. During the development of turbulence, the temperature does not remain isotropic but presents local enhancements and depressions. Left panel of Fig. 11 shows the PDFs of T ⊥ /T , for both LF (blue soliddiamond line) and HVM (red solid-triangle line) simulations at t = 60. The behavior is similar: the PDFs elongate both in the parallel (T ⊥ /T < 1) and perpendicular (T ⊥ /T > 1) directions, displaying a strong anisotropic behavior, the anisotropy being more important along the perpendicular direction. Spearman correlation of the temperature ratio between the two simulations (see Table II) is 92%, similar to the correlations at the level of individual perpendicular (91%) and parallel (88%) temperatures. Figure 12 displays a color plot of the temperature anisotropy T ⊥ /T for the HVM run at t = 60. It is interesting to note that the regions of large (or small) values are not much correlated with the locations of the current sheets. The are rather related to regions of compression or dilation in the vicinity of these coherent structures and thus appear more diffuse (see also [78, 79] for a similar observation)
We now investigate the heat flux tensor, defined as the third order moment of the ion distribution function. In particular, we look at the gyrotropic contribution char- acterized by the parallel q and perpendicular q ⊥ heat fluxes. The PDFs of q (solid line) and of q ⊥ (dashed line) for LF (in blue-diamond) and HVM (in red-triangle) simulations are reported in the middle panel of Fig. 11 , at the maximum of the turbulent activity (t = 60). Although, q and q ⊥ are both picked around zero, a preferential transfer of heat flux is observed in the parallel direction. The LF and HVM results display similar distribution function. The agreement is better for the perpendicular heat flux, the PDF of the parallel heat flux being more populated for large deviation in the LF case. At the level of the Spearman correlation coefficients, the tendency is however opposite, with 37% and 79% for q ⊥ and q respectively. This difference in the quality of the correlations is very probably related to the hierarchy closure which, for technical reasons, involves a Padé approximant of the plasma response function of higher order for the parallel than for the perpendicular quantities. Figure 11 (right panel) shows the time evolution, from t = 1, of the Spearman correlation coefficient between LF and HVM simulations for the proton temperature anisotropy (red line), parallel heat flux (blue line) and velocity divergence (green line). After a brief transient in the case of the heat fluxes originating from the lowfrequency assumption underlying the hierarchy closure, a decreasing behavior is recovered for all the quantities. In particular, both the runs start with an isotropic condition for ions, T ⊥ = T , and the correlation is 1. Due to the development of the turbulence, the ion distribution starts to deform, with generation of temperature anisotropy and heat flux, especially in the parallel direction. Both runs are able to describe this physics. However, due to the peculiarity of each description and to the limitation of the LF model, C s decreases with the increase of turbulence.
The most important discrepancy between the models appears in the compressibility. Starting from C s (ξ) = 1, the deviation becomes important very soon and, at t = 40, the correlation is only about 50%.
IV. THE NON-GYROTROPIC COMPONENTS OF THE PRESSURE TENSOR
The previous sections were concerned with a general description of the turbulence that develops in the HMHD, LF and HVM simulations, paying particular attention to the comparison between the fluid and kinetic modelings. Apart from a general description of velocity and magnetic structures together with their associated power spectra, kinetic features such as temperature anisotropy and heat fluxes have been discussed. The most important difference is related to the excess of small-scale kinetic compressibility in the fluid simulations as opposed to what is observed in the HVM simulation. It is now of interest to discuss the properties of the non-gyrotropic pressure tensor, comparing the outcome of HVM and FLR-LF simulations and also investigating how their amplitude relates to the current sheets. Whereas for the LF case no numerical issue other than the necessity of adding hyperdiffusivity to the density, pressure and heat flux equations was encountered, in the FLR-LF case it was not possible to continue the simulation past t = 30 without having to use unreasonably large coefficients. There is probably not a unique reason for this numerical issue but one can mention that the high-order velocity derivatives present in the FLR terms are sensitive to sharp gradients. The Mach number of the β e = 0 simulation is large (the rms Mach number at t = 60 reaches 0.39), permitting the development of rather strong shocks in the FLR-LF run, as revealed by the sharp dark lines in the plot of the velocity divergence at t = 25 (see left bottom panel of Fig.  13 ). These shocks do not preclude to continue the simulation. The numerical difficulty is rather related to the destabilization of a current sheet after it has interacted with a traveling shock. Bottom left corner of the panels for ∇ · u and j z in Fig. 13 (left panel) shows such an interaction happening for the FLR-LF run. In the HVM simulation, these shocks are mollified and hardly visible at the level of the current sheet (right panels of Fig. 13 ). Other smooth oscillations are nevertheless present in the Vlasov case. This is consistent with the previous remark concerning the difference between the HVM and the LF simulation at the level of the compressible part of the velocity field. As will be seen, the FLR pressure tensor is weakly sensitive to the value of the electron beta parameter (at least as long as no strong shocks form), justifying a comparison between the HVM simulation (at β e = 0) and a FLR-LF simulation performed at β e = 1. Indeed, due to a lower value of the Mach number, a FLR-LF run at β e = 1 can be completed without too much difficulty, but nevertheless at the expense of using larger hyperviscosity coefficients (note also that a comparison with a HVM at β e = 1 would be interesting but not presently possible due to computational power limitations). This comparison also contributes to a validation of the FLR formulation used in the FLR-LF model.
Before displaying the FLR pressure tensor components, let us recall some definitions. The pressure tensor can be written as
where p G the gyrotropic pressure tensor (built from the parallel p and perpendicular p ⊥ pressures) and Π is due to the FLR effects. The pressure tensor, together with its gyrotropic and nongyrotropic components are symmetric, with the additional condition tr(Π) = 0. Note that all the FLR pressure tensor components are calculated in a basis using the direction of the local magnetic field. Figure 14 shows the PDFs of the norm of Π for both FLR-LF (with β e = 1; blue solid-diamond line) and HVM (with β e = 0; red solid-triangle line) simulations at t = 60. The norm is defined as
where the sum includes all components. Both simulations show that the contribution of the non-gyrotropic term to the total pressure is not negligible and that the distribution functions are very similar. This surprising result reveals that the FLR pressure tensor is not very sensitive to the Mach number (in particular the compressible component of the velocity). The PDF of the gyrotropic components is however more directly influenced by a difference in the β e parameter of the two simulations, as demonstrated in Fig. 15 showing a greater deviation between the two runs. Although there is no point in making more precise comparisons between the two runs which use different values of the β e parameter, let us mention that the Spearman correlation FLR-LF/HVM for ||Π|| is 49%.
When considering the PDFs of the individual cartesian components of the non-gyrotropic pressure tensor, we note that the components involving a z index are more peaked (see Fig. 16 ). As previously noted for the norm, a surprisingly good agreement is found between the FLR-LF and the HVM simulations, demonstrating that the fluid modeling captures the essential properties of the non-gyrotropic pressure tensor.
Moreover, a dependence of ||Π|| on the level of turbulence has been observed (not shown here). Indeed, it increases when the magnitude of the turbulent fluctuations increases in the system, reaching its maximum when turbulent activity is maximum (t = 60). Figure 17 shows a color plot of ||Π|| from the HVM run at t = 60. It indeed seems rather well correlated with the out-ofplane current although displaying multiple filamentary structures where the current only shows isolated sheets. A very similar picture is obtained with the FLR-LF run (not shown).
V. CONCLUSION
Two-dimensional simulations of turbulence development in a collisionless plasma subject to an out-of-plane ambient magnetic field were performed using HVM and fluid models such as HMHD, LF and FLR-LF. Both in HVM and LF, electrons are cold, but an extra FLR-LF simulation with β e = 1 is used to illustrate the comparison of the non-gyrotropic pressure tensor between FLR-LF and HVM. In all the cases, initial conditions are large-scale, moderate-amplitude perturbations of a homogeneous equilibrium state. A main observation concerns the capabilities of fluid models to approach HVM simulations, depending on the considered fields. The magnetic field is globally well described, especially the inplane component, up to wavenumbers such that kd i ≈ 5. For the velocity field, the agreement stops at kd i = 1 for the in-plane components. The out-of-plane velocity is poorly described at all scales by HMHD, but satisfactorily reproduced by LF up to kd i ≈ 1. We checked that Landau damping contributes to this agreement. Interestingly, the compressible (in-plane) velocities of HMHD and LF are very similar and correctly reproduce HVM up to kd i ≈ 1. At this wavenumber, the HVM energy spectrum of this component displays a sharp break. Fast kinetic effects, such as ion-cyclotron resonance, not retained in fluid approaches, could be at the origin of this effect. Concerning quantities not retained by HMHD, a satisfactory agreement is obtained between LF and HVM at the level of temperature anisotropy and heat fluxes. A significant temperature anisotropy is generated, with a bias towards the perpendicular component, the more intense fluctuations being rather spread out and located in a broad vicinity of current sheets. The FLR-LF run at β e = 1 displays a surprisingly good agreement with HVM regarding non-gyrotropic pressure components, showing their relative insensitivity to the β e parameter. The fluctuation amplitude of these components almost reaches 50% of the gyrotropic ones, with the most intense regions located near current sheets, showing the necessity of taking them into account in a small-scale modeling of the plasma.
Further developments should include comparisons in three space dimensions where linear waves, not present in two dimensions but accurately described by FLR-LF, are expected to significantly affect the dynamics.
